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Comparative study of anomalous dispersive transparent media
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We present a comparative theoretical analysis of five different atomic schemes with respect to their perfor-
mance as negative~anomalous! dispersivetransparentmedia. The schemes discussed are the strongly driven
and the degenerate two-level system, two closely spaced gain lines, and two slightly different double-L
schemes with incoherent pumping. The analysis shows that the degenerate two-level scheme is best suited for
applications for which only modest negative dispersion but strongly reduced absorption is required, and
dissipation and loss of the optical fields have to be avoided. Two closely spaced gain lines and one of the
double-L schemes are the best choice for applications which rely on large negative dispersion, but are not too
sensitive to residual absorption and dissipation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Strongly dispersive media have been discussed for a
riety of experimental applications. For example, electrom
netically induced transparency~EIT @1,2#! has been applied
to slow down light@3–5# or even to store light in a sample o
ultracold atoms@6# or in a vapor cell at room temperatur
@7#. As this provides nondestructive storage and read ou
coherent optical information, much attention is being pay
to it within the context of quantum communication and co
putation~ @7# and references therein!. For all of these experi-
ments, strongly positive dispersion and transparency of
medium are essential.

The complementary situation corresponds to stron
negativeor anomalousdispersive transparent media, whic
are the subject of this paper. They have been used to re
superluminal or even negative group velocities@8#. Further,
they have been considered for the realization of broadb
high-finesse optical cavities@9,10#, for which the anomalous
dispersion is supposed to cancel the variation of opt
wavelength with frequency inside the cavity. These kinds
cavities may be useful for laser interferometric gravitatio
wave detectors. Moreover, they would provide atrue dis-
tance measurement between the mirrors of the cavity as
resonance condition would no longer be affected by la
frequency noise. Although both kinds of applications, sup
luminal pulse propagation and intracavity operation, dep
on negative dispersion without absorption, they are subje
to different requirements: to achieve superluminal or ev
negative group velocities, the negative dispersion should
as large as possible and absorption at the few percen
level is acceptable. For the intracavity application negat
dispersion of modest but well-defined amount is required
residual transmission losses have to be suppressed to a
at which they no longer degrade the finesse of the cavity
addition, negative dispersive transparent media may be in
esting for~intracavity! quantum nondemolition~QND! type

*Electronic address: wicht@pallas.amp.uni-hannover.de
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of applications, where quantum information on a ‘‘signa
beam is transfered to a ‘‘meter’’ beam@11#. In this case dis-
sipation and loss of both the driving~signal! and probing
~meter! fields have to be avoided.

The goal of this paper is twofold. First, we will show ho
three quantities provide the means to determine and com
the performance of different atomic schemes as strongly
persive transparent media~Sec. II!: these are the absorption
the dispersion, and the ratio of dispersion to absorpti
which we will call figure of merit. Second, we will discuss
and compare all schemes known to the authors to prov
negative dispersion without absorption: the strongly driv
two-level system~Sec. III!, the degenerate two-level-syste
~Sec. IV!, theL system driven by a bichromatic off-resona
driving field ~i.e., two closely spaced gain lines,~Sec. V! and
two slightly different double-L schemes with incoheren
pumping~Secs. VI, VII!. As one of the results we will show
in Sec.VIII that the degenerate two-level system is the b
suited for intracavity applications and especially is the o
candidate for QND type of measurements. Furthermore,
of the double-L schemes provides the largest negative d
persion and, followed by the bichromatically drivenL sys-
tem, therefore is the optimum choice for experiments aim
at superluminal or negative group velocities.

II. DEFINITION OF TERMS

We now want to point out the strategy behind our ana
sis. We will first give a qualitative description of terms us
here to determine and compare the performance of diffe
atomic schemes. Then, some general definitions will be p
sented, which are used throughout the paper to define
different atomic schemes. Finally, at the end of this secti
an exact definition of those terms will be given which ha
been introduced earlier on a qualitative level.

Following the introductory remarks, the figure of me
may be the most important quantity for intracavity type
applications as it determines the amount of dispersion av
able per residual absorption. However, even ultralarge
ures of merit may be of no use if the corresponding disp
©2002 The American Physical Society15-1
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sion is so small that even at large atomic densities
dispersion of the optical wave numberk, i.e., ]vk(v)5$1
1@v/n(v)# ]vn(v)%n(v)/c0 , barely differs from its
vacuum value, which is]vk(v)51/c0 . Here,n(v) denotes
the index of refraction andc0 stands for the vacuum speed
light. Especially for ‘‘fast light’’ applications this dispersio
has to be small compared to 1/c0 or even has to be negative
Therefore, in order to compare different atomic schemes
different kinds of applications, the dispersion and absorpt
of a specific system should be plotted in a dispersion
absorption graph. Lines of constant ratio of dispersion
absorption then denote those points that provide the s
figure of merit. Hence, the dispersion vs. absorption grap
best suited for our discussion.

The most simple system providing negative dispersion
the two-level scheme only interacting with a weak and re
nant probe beam. Unfortunately, this is accompanied w
strong absorption which is why we have to look for altern
tive schemes. Any of these will have to provide larger ne
tive dispersion and~or! or larger figures of merit in order to
be interesting. Therefore, the simple two-level system in
acting only with a weak resonant probe will serve as o
reference point and the performance of any other system
be compared against it: a system will be said to prov
enhanced dispersion, enhanced absorption, or an enha
figure of merit, if the corresponding value exceeds the on
the two-level reference system. In this sense, negative
persion without absorption is achieved if the figure of me
exceeds the reference figure of merit. For sake of clarity,
reference system will be included in all dispersion vs. a
sorption graphs and will be denotedPA . In addition, a line
labeledA will be shown in all graphs and will mark all thos
points which correspond to the figure of merit defined by
reference pointPA .

Now we want to address the question which scheme
consider. Especially for superluminal~as well as ultraslow!
pulse propagation applications, the deformation of the pu
shape due to group velocity dispersion@8# ]v

2 n(v) and dis-
persion of the absorption]va(v) should be avoided. There
fore, certain schemes will not be considered here, such
strongly dispersive regions at the Rabi sidebands of
strongly driven two-level system, where the absorpt
monotonically runs througha50 (a50 but ]vaÞ0).

We next turn to the general description of the atom
schemes. The von Neumann equation of a system will
general, be given by

ı\ṙ̃5@H̃A1H̃I ,r̃ #1ı\G̃~ r̃ !, ~1!

where r̃ is the density matrix describing the state of t
system,H̃A is the Hamiltonian of the atom and

H̃I5(
i

dD̃ki l i
aiEi cos~v i t ! ~2!

describes the electric dipole interaction between the a
and the optical fields. HereEi5ED , EP and v i5vD , vP
are the classical electric-field amplitudes and angular
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quencies of the driving and probing field, respectively. T
sum runs over all pairsuki&, u l i& which are coupled through
the optical fields via dipole interaction.ai is a factor of order
unity used for normalization purposes and

D̃kl5uk&^ l u1u l &^ku ~3!

is the generic dipole operator. As we are aiming at a qu
tative rather than exact quantitative comparison of differ
atomic systems we have assumed in Eq.~2!, for sake of
simplicity, that all dipole matrix elements involved are ide
tical: dki l i

5d. The Rabi frequencies for the driving an
probing field will always be defined as

V i5
dEi

2 \
, ~4!

where againi 5D,P. In order to describe spontaneous em
sion or other coherence decay, incoherent pumping or
effect of finite interaction time we write

G̃~ r̃ !5G̃SE~ r̃ !1G̃DE~ r̃ !1G̃ IP~ r̃ !1G̃TR~ r̃ !. ~5!

Here

G̃SE5(
i

g i G̃ki l i
~6!

sums up all spontaneous emission processes, and

G̃kl5u l &^ l u^kur̃uk&2
1

2 (
m

$um&^ku^mur̃uk&1uk&

3^mu^kur̃um&% ~7!

is the generic description of spontaneous emission from s
uk& into stateu l &. The sum in Eq.~7! describes the depopu
lation of theuk& and the decay of all coherences betweenuk&
and any other state due to the spontaneous emission
uk&. In order to account for additional decoherence, we s

G̃DE5(
i

2kki l i
$^ki ur̃u l i&1^ l i ur̃uki&%, ~8!

wherekkl describes the additional decay rate of the^kur̃u l &
coherence. Further, incoherent pumping is understood
transfer population from one state to the other without int
ducing additional coherence between these states. The c
sponding contribution toG̃ is a sum over all incoheren
pumping processes

G̃ IP5(
i

r ki l i
R̃ki l i

, ~9!

where

R̃kl5u l &^ l u^kur̃uk&2
1

2 (
i

$u i &^ku^ i ur̃uk&1uk&^ i u^kur̃u i &%

~10!
5-2
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is the generic description for incoherent pumping from st
uk& to stateu l &. Please note that this pumping does not int
duce additional coherence betweenuk& and u l &, but it causes
a decay of all coherences betweenuk& and any other state
Obviously, the description of incoherent pumping Eq.~10! is
the same as of spontaneous emission Eq.~7!. Incoherent
pumping can be realized experimentally, e.g., by broadb
optical fields, as it has been demonstrated, for example
Zibrov and co-workers@12#. Finally, to model the effect of
finite interaction time between the atom and the opti
fields, we will assume that the atoms are injected at rateg0
into the interaction region and that they are equally distr
uted among the ‘‘ground’’ states of the atom. In order
maintain a constant number of atoms in the interaction zo
atoms are leaving the interaction zone at rateg0 in all states
of the system

G̃TR52g0r̃1(
i 51

Ng g0

Ng
u l i&^ l i u. ~11!

Here the sum runs over all ground states of the systemg0
plays the role of the transit time limit for the coherence l
time.

We solve the resulting density-matrix equation either a
lytically ~for the strongly driven two-level system! or nu-
merically under steady-state conditions and restrict ourse
to the discussion of the weak probe limit, i.e., we solve
density-matrix equations to all orders in the driving-fie
Rabi frequencyVD and to first order in the probe field Rab
frequencyVP . As we are only interested in a comparison
different schemes and not in absolute numbers we defin
dimensionless ‘‘susceptibility’’ for the transitionuk&↔u l &
with respect to the probe field by

xkl~d!5
^kur̃~d!u l &

VP /g
, ~12!

whereg is specifically defined for each system and usua
denotes the excited state population decay rate.^kur̃(d)u l &
describes that part of thêkur̃u l & coherence which oscillate
at the probe field frequency, andd is the probe detuning from
some ‘‘resonance’’ frequency defined independently for e
system. The total dispersion of the system with respect to
probe field is then given by

x~d!5(
i

xki l i
~d!, ~13!

where the sum runs over all transitionsuki&↔u l i& which are
electric dipole allowed. To proceed, we define the dim
sionless probe field absorption coefficienta, the index of
refractionn and the dimensionless dispersion of the index
refractionn8 by

a~d!5I$x~d!%, n~d!5R$x~d!%, n8~d!5g]dn~d!.

~14!

We use the convention thata,0 corresponds to absorption
The last quantity to define is the figure of merit
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uFOM5u
n8~d50!

a~d50!
u, ~15!

again a dimensionless quantity.
As we will show next, the definitions given above expre

the absorption, the index of refraction and the dispers
~of the index of refraction! in natural units of the atom
For the most simple system, our reference system, i.e.,
two-level atom~TLA ! interacting with a single weak prob

field, we find a(d)5 1
2 @(d/g)21 1

4 #21 and n8(d)52@ 1
4

2(d/g)2#/@ 1
4 1(d/g)2#2, whered is the angular frequency

detuning of the probe field from atomic resonance. The
fore, at probe resonanced50 we find a52, n8524, and
uFOM52 so that the absorption, the dispersion, and the
ure of merit are basically of order unity for our referen
system. It follows that enhanced absorption~or gain! corre-
sponds touau@2, and enhanced dispersion is realized,
un8u@4. Further, media can be considered to provide stro
dispersion without absorption, ifuFOM@2. The reference
two-level atom with a single probe field corresponds to po
PA in all dispersionn8 vs. absorptiona graphs, see for ex-
ample Fig. 8. Points in these graphs corresponding to
figure of merit defined byPA , i.e. un8u5u2au, will always
be shown as curveA to define a reference for the figure o
merit.

Finally, we would like to mention that we do not consid
inhomogeneous broadening~e.g. Doppler broadening! for
sake of simplicity, although this may give rise to interesti
consequences@13#. We feel that this topic is beyond th
scope of this paper. Also, neglecting inhomogeneous bro
ening does not constitute any serious experimental constr
as experiments can be performed on atomic beams@10# or
cold atomic ensembles@6#.

III. STRONGLY DRIVEN TWO-LEVEL ATOM

The TLA strongly driven by an optical field has bee
extensively investigated with the studies being initiated
the work of Rautian and Sobel’man@14# and Mollow @15#
and being confirmed experimentally shortly thereafter@16#.
For resonant driving the spectra were investigated within
context of negative dispersive transparent media by Szym
owski and co-workers@18#, whom the reader is referred t
for a more detailed reference to work related to stron
driven TLAs.

A schematic description of the strongly driven TLA
given in Fig. 1. A strong resonant field with Rabi frequen
VD is driving the transitionu0&→u2&. A second weak field is
probing the spectrum with Rabi frequencyVP and angular
frequency detuningd5vP2v02, wherevP is the probe la-
ser frequency and\v02 is the energy separation between t
upper and lower level of the atom. The population of t
excited stateu2& radiatively decays into the ground stateu0&
at rate g, which is not shown in Fig. 1. The interactio
Hamiltonian reads

H̃I5d D̃02$ ED cos~vDt !1EP cos~vPt !%, ~16!
5-3
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and the spontaneous emission is given by

G̃SE5g G̃20. ~17!

As the population and coherence decay rate of this syste
large~on the order ofg), we neglect any additional decohe
ence due to, e.g., the finite time needed by the atoms to tr
through the interaction region. The susceptibility to the pro
field is x5x02 @Eq.~12!#. For the solution of the correspond
ing density-matrix equations the reader is referred to@17,18#.
This solution shows that in the vicinity of the atomic res
nance (udu,g) the probe field absorption is strongly su
pressed, while significant negative dispersion still is ma
tained. At atomic resonance, in the strong driving (VD@g)
and weak probing limit (VP!VD), the probe field absorp
tion and dispersion are given by

a5
2

@118~VD /g!2#2
'

1

32~VD /g!4
, ~18!

n852
4@1132~VD /g!4#

@118~VD /g!2#3
'2

1

4~VD /g!2
. ~19!

Hence, we find two basic results:~i! this system provides
negative dispersion and~ii ! at large driving field intensities
the figure of meritQFOM5un8/au increases like (VD /g)2.
Therefore, strongly driven two-level atoms can be used
realize negative dispersive transparent media, which
been shown experimentally by our group@19#. However, as
un8u,4, enhanced dispersion is not provided. Dispersion
absorption for this system is shown in Fig. 2, graph (C).

IV. DEGENERATE TWO-LEVEL SYSTEM

The degenerate two-level system has been discusse
Friedmann and Wilson-Gordon@20# within the context of
enhancing the index of refraction while simultaneou
maintaining transparency. They pointed out that this sys
provides the important feature of neither absorbing the pr
nor absorbing the pump field. As the atom’s susceptibility
the probe field strongly depends on the pump field Rabi
quency VD , this is an important feature in experiment
terms becauseVD must not change along the path of prop
gation through the medium. Even more importantly, as d

FIG. 1. Strongly driven two-level atom~TLA !. A strong reso-
nant driving field with Rabi frequencyVD is driving the transition
u0&→u2&. A second weak field with Rabi frequencyVP is probing
the spectrum with detuningd from the atomic resonance.
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sipation and loss of both the pump and the probe field
avoided, this system should exhibit good signal-to-no
properties at the quantum noise level and may be a candi
for QND type of experiments based on the strong coupl
between probe and pump field through the medium.

More recently, Akulshin and co-workers@21# have exten-
sively studied the degenerate two-level system and the
pendence of its optical properties on the system parame
They showed that depending on the angular momenta of
ground and excited state and for linear and orthogonal pu
and probe polarizations, electromagnetically inducedtrans-
parency~EIT! providing strong positive dispersion and ele
tromagnetically inducedabsorption~EIA! providing strong
negative dispersion can be realized. Whereas the first is
companied with reduced absorption the latter is not, which
a major drawback with respect to what is considered in t
paper. However, the authors cited above did not mention
under very specific conditions a degenerate two-level sys
can actually provide negative dispersionwithout rather than
with increasedabsorption.

This degenerate TLA is shown in Fig. 3. A linearly pola
ized strong pump field with Rabi frequencyVD is resonantly
driving both theu0&→u2& and theu1&→u2& transitions. A
weak probe field with identical polarization is coupling th
same transitions and is scanned across the resonand
5vP2v0250. Atoms in the atomic ground states are i
jected into the interaction region at total rateg0 . No addi-
tional ground-state decoherence is assumed, so that
ground-state coherence lifetime is given by 1/g0 . The inter-
action Hamiltonian reads

H̃I5$d D̃021d D̃12%
1

A2
$ED cos~vDt !1EP cos~vPt !%,

~20!

FIG. 2. Performance of the strongly driven TLA and the dege
erate TLA: dispersion vs absorption at probe resonanced50 with
VD varied fromVD50 to VD@g. The arrows indicate the direc
tion of increasing VD . PA TLA-reference point. (A) TLA-
reference line. (B1), (B2) and (b): degenerate TLA withg0

51024g. For (B1), (b) and (B2) the driving field Rabi frequency
is VD,g0 , g0,VD,g/A2 andg/A2,VD , respectively. (b) de-
notes a regime ofpositivedispersion.~C! strongly driven TLA.
5-4
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whereED andEP are the classical electrical-field amplitud
of the linearly and parallel polarized driving and probin
field, respectively. Further, the contribution from spontan
ous emission is described by

G̃SE5
g

2
~ G̃201G̃21!, ~21!

whereg is the population decay rate of the excited stateu2&
due to spontaneous emission. The injection of atoms into
interaction region is given by

G̃TR5g0S 2 r̃1
1

2
~ u0&^0u1u1&^1u! D . ~22!

A system like this could be realized by means of aF51
→F851 transition involving the lower-state magnetic su
levels m561 and the excited-state magnetic sublevelm8
50. Atoms initially in uF51, m50& will be pumped into the
uF851, m8561& sublevels, where they eventually dec
into the uF51, m561& states. No atoms are lost fromuF8
51, m850& into uF51, m50&.

We solve the density-matrix equation by the Floquet
satz described in Ref.@20# to all orders in the driving field
Rabi frequencyVD and to first order in the probe field Rab
frequency VP . Due to the definition of the interactio
Hamiltonian in Eq.~20!, of the susceptibility in Eq.~12!, and
of the Rabi frequencies in Eq.~4!, the total susceptibility to
the probe field is given byx5A2 (x021x12). The only sys-
tem parameters to optimize areVD and the ground-state co
herence decay rateg0 .

Our calculations show that forVD!g0 no significant
ground-state coherence is generated and the system bas
performs like the two-level reference system. This is sho
in Fig. 2, where the probe field dispersion and absorption
probe resonanced50 are plotted for the ground-state cohe
ence decay rateg051024g and for the driving field Rabi
frequencyVD varied fromVD50 to VD@g. For very weak
driving VD!g0 the degenerate TLA is represented by t
upper most points of graphB1, which are close to the refer
ence pointPA . However, if VD is increased beyondVD

FIG. 3. Degenerate two-level system. A single linearly polariz
driving field with Rabi frequencyVD is resonantly driving both the
u0&→u2& and theu1&→u2& transitions, whereu0& and u1& are de-
generate. A weak probe beam with identical polarization also in
acts with both transitions and is scanned across the resonand
5vP2v02. Atoms are injected at total rateg0 into the interaction
region.
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5g0 the situation changes: coherent population trapp
~CPT! is established and the system exhibits enhancedposi-
tive dispersion, which is shown by graphb. As we keep
increasing the driving field Rabi frequency beyondVD

5g/A2 into the strong driving regime the dispersion flip
sign again and becomes negative again. This regime, w
is represented by graphB2, has three important feature
First, our calculation shows that CPT is still maintained
that spontaneous emission fromu2& is avoided and neithe
the probe nor the driving field experience absorption~in the
limit of g0→0). It has been mentioned before that this
important within the context of QND type of experiment
Please note that the degenerate two-level system is the
negative dispersive system discussed in this paper
known to the authors which provides this feature. Seco
the figure of meritQFOM5un8/au grows likeVD

2 , which is
due to the fact that the absorption decreases faster than
dispersion asVD increases~see Fig. 2!. This defines the
systems ability to provide negative dispersion without a
sorption. However, as shown in Fig. 2, the value ofun8u is
smaller than the reference value defined byPA for any given
value ofVD within the anomalous dispersive regime. Ther
fore, enhanced negative dispersion is not accessible. Th
for strong drivingVD@g the dispersion and the figure o
merit provided by the strongly driven TLA can basically al
be provided by the degenerate TLA~compare graphsB2 and
C), but then only requiremuch smallerdriving field Rabi
frequencies as our calculation shows. In fact, the point
maximum dispersion of graphB2 corresponds toVD'g.
Hence large figures of merit can already be achieved at m
est driving with the degenerate TLA.

Finally, we want to come back to the fact that in th
strong driving regime the degenerate TLA and the stron
driven TLA show the same behavior in the dispersion
absorption graph. This can be understood intuitively@20#, as
the coherent dark state is decoupled from the driving fi
while the coherent bright state, the excited state, and
driving field are effectively forming a strongly driven two
level system.

V. L SYSTEM

The L system has been employed by Dogariu and
workers to propagate an optical pulse at superluminal
even negative group velocities@8#, which result from nega-
tive dispersion as mentioned in the introduction. These
periments were inspired by the discussion of Steinberg
Chiao@22# who showed theoretically that a gain doublet m
be used to realize negative dispersive transparent medi
the work of Dogariu and co-workers a gain doublet w
implemented by means of the gain due to two closely spa
Raman transitions in aL-type atomic system. This is show
in Fig. 4. Two driving fields, with frequency difference 2D0
and with equal Rabi frequenciesVD , are strongly detuned
from the single-photon resonance of theu1&→u2& transition:
D@VD ,D0 ,g. Again, g is the excited stateu2& population
decay rate due to spontaneous emission. A weak field
probing theu0&→u2& transition in the vicinity of the ‘‘mean
two-photon resonance’’: d5vP2(v021D), where D

d

r-
5-5
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51
2(vD11vD222v12), \v02 and\v12 are the energy separa

tions between the lower states and the excited state,
vD1 , vD2 and vP are the driving fields and probing fiel
angular frequencies, respectively. The basic idea is to s
press any absorption related to a single-photon transition
strongly detuning all optical fields from their respecti
single-photon resonances. Further, in order to actu
achieve substantial negative dispersion~and gain! for the
probe field, the system has to be prepared into theu1& ground
state prior to interaction with the optical fields. The intera
tion time and the probe and driving field intensities have
be small enough to avoid any substantial population of
statesu0& andu2&, as in the steady-state case the two-pho
population inversion between the ground states will van
and the sample will basically be ‘‘transparent’’ not only wi
respect to the single photon but also with respect to the t
photon interaction.

In order to find an expression for the absorption and d
persion of the probe field, we will not make use of Eq
~1–11!, but start from the discussion given by Dogariu a
co-workers~Eqs.~24! and ~26! in Ref. @8#!, who used a sim-
plified solution of the Schro¨dinger equation to describe th
system. They assumed that all atoms are prepared in theu1&
state prior to interaction with the driving and probe field. A
then stateu0& is virtually unpopulated and the probe fie
amplitude is assumed to be arbitrarily small, any populat
of the excited stateu2& due to the absorption of a prob
photon can be neglected. Assuming further~i! that both driv-
ing fields are strongly detuned from the single-photon re
nanceD@D0 ,g and ~ii ! that theu1&→u2& transition is not
significantly saturated by the driving field, i.e. (VD /D)2

! 1
16 , the absorption and the dispersion of the probe beam

d50 are given by

a' 2
VD

2

D2

Gg

D0
21G2

, ~23!

n8'22
VD

2

D2

~D0
22G2!g2

~D0
21G2!2

.

FIG. 4. L system driven by a bichromatic (Dv52 D0) far off-
resonant (D) field with the Rabi frequency of both componen
denoted byVD . The monochromatic probe is tuned across
mean of both two-photon resonances. All atoms are pumped
stateu1& prior to interaction with the optical fields. Phenomenolog
cally, the ground-state decoherence rateG has been included.
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Here,G has been introduced in order to phenomenologica
account for finite ground-state coherence life time. Ob
ously, the probe beam will always experience gain with
dispersion switching sign at and being negative for the d
ing field frequency difference obeyingD0.G.

If the driving field is increased some atoms will actua
be transfered to the excited state. Even, if the single-pho
scattering rate due to the bichromatic driving field 2GSC

52 gVD
2 /D2 is much smaller than the excited-state popu

tion decay rate, it can have a substantial effect on the grou
state coherence as this coherence is diminished by any e
tation process. Effectively, the two-photon line widthG will
be broadened by half of the sum of the two single-pho
scattering rates,

G5g01
1

2
2GSC5g01g

VD
2

D2
, ~24!

where g0 describes the residual nonzero two-photon li
width which is determined, for example, by the finite inte
action time or collisional dephasing.

In order to analyze the performance of this system we fi
determine its figure of meritQFOM as

QFOM5
D0

22G2

D0
21G2

g

G
, ~25!

which approaches its maximum atD0@G to yield QFOM
MAX

5g/G. Hence, theL system gains its advantage over
scheme based on two closely spaced dipole allowed op
transitions from the fact thatG can be smaller than typica
optical decay ratesg by several orders of magnitude.

One parameter to optimize is the driving field frequen
difference 2D0 . Forg051022g and the saturation paramete
e5VD

2 /D251022 we start at largeD051000g. For large
frequency differences the dispersion is small, but so is
absorption, see Eq.~23! and graph (B) of Fig. 5. Please note
that the arrows in this figure indicate the direction ofincreas-
ing D0 and e. As we decreaseD0 , both quantities grow
while the figure of merit remains constant, see Eq.~25!. As
D0 reachesG, the dispersion switches from negative to po
tive according to Eq.~23!. This is due to the fact that now
both Raman transitions are virtually overlapping and ne
tive dispersion, in general, cannot be achieved within
resonance of a single lorentzian shape gain line. From gr
B we also note that at maximum dispersion the figure
merit is still close to its maximum value. Obviously, this
the optimum working point. From the expression for the d
persion in Eq.~23! we find, that this point corresponds t
D0

OPT5A3G.
We will now optimize the saturation parametere

5(VD /D)2. Please note that according to Eq.~24! the two-
photon line widthG, and therefore the optimum driving fiel
difference frequency 2D0

OPT52A3G52A3(g01eg) depend
on the saturation parameter and on the residual two-pho
line width g0 . For the optimization ofe we will assume that
g0 is fixed while D0 is always kept at its optimum valu
D0

OPT(e). The result is given by graphC of Fig. 5. For small

to
5-6
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saturation parametere the two-photon line widthG, and
hence the optimum driving field difference frequen
2D0

OPT5G'2A3g0 do not depend one according to Eq.
~24!. Therefore the figure of meritQFOM is constant accord
ing to Eq.~25!, while a and2n8 both increase linearly with
increasing e, see Eq.~23!. As the saturation reachese
5(VD /D)25g0 /g, the two-photon line width is broadene
and the figure of merit now starts to decrease as is show
graph C of Fig. 5. Basically, this means that (VD /D)2

5g0 /g is the optimum saturation parameter as it roug
maximizes both the absolute value of the dispersion and
figure of merit simultaneously.

For given g0 the optimum system parameters aree
5(VD /D)25g0 /g andD052A3 g0 . For these parameters
n852g/(16 g0), a521/4, andQFOM

OPT 5g/(4 g0). Obvi-
ously, the goal is to minimize the residual two-photon li
width g0 in order to achieve both a large figure of merit a
large absolute value for the dispersion. Then, the bichrom
cally drivenL system provides an enhanced figure of me
~for g0,g/4) and for g0,1022g it also provides an en
hanced negative dispersion.

Finally, it should be mentioned that negative dispers
without absorption can also be realized with a different k
of L-type system, which has frequently been discus
within the context of EIT and strongly positive dispersi
transparent media@1,2#. For a single single-photon resona
driving field and a single-photon resonant probe field ne
tive dispersion is provided, only as long asVP exceedsVD .
Therefore, this system cannot be used in the small sig
limit, which is why it has been omitted from our discussio

VI. DOUBLE- L-SYSTEM I

The double-L system shown in Fig. 6 has been studi
within the context of lasing without inversion@12#, the en-

FIG. 5. Performance of theL-system driven by a bichromati
off-resonant field: dispersion vs absorption at probe resonancd
50. PA TLA-reference point. (A) TLA-reference line. (B) g0

51022g, e51022, D05g0 , . . . ,1000g. (C) g051023g, e
50,•••,1 and D05D0

OPT(e)5A3, . . . ,G(e). The arrows associ-
ated with graphs (B) and (C) indicate the direction of increasin
D0 ande, respectively.
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hancement of the index of refraction@23#, and it has also
been considered for the realization of negative dispers
without absorption in order to provide broadband high
nesse optical cavities@9#. As shown in Fig. 6 each of the
ground states is coupled to the ‘‘excited driving’’ levelu3&
via a single coupling field with Rabi frequencyVD and an-
gular frequencyvD , and to the ‘‘excited probe’’ levelu2& via
a weak probe field with Rabi frequencyVP and angular fre-
quencyvP :

H̃I5d$D̃021D̃12%EP cos~vPt !

1d$D̃031D̃13%ED cos~vDt !. ~26!

The driving field is tuned exactly to the mean of its sing
photon resonances, i.e.vD5 1

2 (v301v31), where\v i j is the
energy difference between statesu i & andu j &. The probe field
is tuned across its respective mean single-photon resona
i.e. vP5 1

2 (v201v21)1d. Probe field ‘‘resonance’’ then is
understood to correspond tod50. From each of the excited
statesu2& andu3& the population decays at rateg/2 into each
of the ground statesu0& and u1& due to spontaneous emis
sion,

G̃SE5
g

2
~ G̃201G̃211G̃301G̃31!. ~27!

Hence, 1/g is the population lifetime of both of the excite
states. Further, additional decoherence of the ground sta

G̃DE52k01~^0ur̃u1&1^1ur̃u0&! ~28!

is included. The performance of the system crucially depe
on how the incoherent pumping~see rater, Fig. 6! is imple-
mented which is needed to achieve negative dispersion
transparency. In general, it is favorable not to incoheren

FIG. 6. Double-L system. The two ground statesu0& andu1& are
connected to the stateu3& through a driving field with Rabi fre-
quencyVD tuned to the center of the two single-photon resonanc
A weak field with Rabi frequencyVP , couplingu0& andu1& to state
u2& is probing the system. Atoms in stateu0& and u1& are injected
into the interaction region at rateg0/2 each. Atoms in the excited
stateu3& are incoherently pumped intou2& at rater. Dephasing of
the ground-state coherence at ratek0151023 has been introduced
but is not shown here. For bidirectional incoherent pumping a s
ond rater ~arrow! with direction from the stateu2& to the stateu3&
has to be added.
5-7
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pump atoms out off the atomic ground states as this wo
diminish the ground-states coherence and reduce the EIT
fect. This is why we chose here to incoherently pump ato
from the excited driving stateu3& to the excited probe stat
u2&,

G̃ IP5r R̃32. ~29!

From the numerical solution of the density-matrix equat
the total susceptibility to the probe beam is calculated ax
5x021x12.

The idea is the following: For strong drivingVD@D0
significant atomic coherence and coherent population t
ping ~CPT! of the ground states will be established whi
will provide strong dispersion without absorption for th
probe beam. The small fraction of atoms not being trappe
the dark state will be equally distributed among the exci
driving state and the bright linear combination of the grou
states. Modest incoherent pumping will then ensure that
population in stateu2& basically equals the population in th
bright state and the sample is rendered transparent for
probe beam.

Before we proceed to optimize the system parameters
maximum figure of merit or maximum negative dispersi
we will address the question of how to implement unidire
tional and bidirectional incoherent pumping. If one us
electromagnetic fields in order to pump atoms fromu3& di-
rectly to u2&, the pumping would actually be bidirectiona
with the effective population transfer depending on the po
lation differencebetweenu3& andu2&. This method was dem
onstrated by Zibrovet al. @12#, who used a broadband optic
field in order to ensure an incoherent transfer of atoms.
course, for the scheme discussed in this paper, one w
have to apply, e.g., a broadband rf-magnetic field to tran
atoms fromu3& to u2&. Unidirectional incoherent pumping
could be realized, for example, via an intermediate exi
stateu i &. Then, atoms could be pumped fromu3& to the in-
termediate stateu i & by means of a strong optical field. If
significant fraction of the population in stateu i & decays to
stateu2& at a rate considerably larger than the rate of pum
ing from u3& to the intermediate stateu i &, no population is
accumulated inu i & and both the ‘‘optical pumping’’ fromu3&
to u i & and the decay fromu i & to u2& are unidirectional.

We next want to optimize three system parameters for
double-L system with unidirectional pumping: the groun
states energy difference 2\ D0 , the driving field Rabi fre-
quencyVD and the incoherent pumping rater. We choose
the following strategy: for any givenD0 andVD , the inco-
herent pumpingr is chosen so that the medium becom
transparent for the probe at zero probe detuningd50. Then,
at fixedD0 the driving field Rabi frequencyVD is varied and
the dispersion at probe resonanced50 is calculated. As now
the medium is exactly transparent atd50, we have to find a
different way to quantify how well the absorption is su
pressed for a given system. To do so, consider somesignal
propagating through the strongly dispersive medium.
carry any information, it has to have a certain bandwidth.
the absorption depends on the probe detuning likea}d2 ~we
have just canceled the constant term, there is no linear t
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because of the symmetry of the spectra! the absorption at a
detuningd corresponding to the spectral width of thesignal
will be a typical value for the residual absorption. As we a
not considering a specific signal here, we arbitrarily pickd
51023g and keep in mind that the residual absorption sca
like the square of the signal bandwidth, and therefore
figure of merit scales likeQFOM}1/d2.

The result of our optimization is shown in Fig. 7 for th
specific case of 2D0525 g and 2D05g, see graphs (B) and
(C), respectively. It is assumed thatD0@k051023g@g0
51028g. We first want to give a short description of grap
(B) and then we will provide a qualitative explanation f
the existence of its two different regimes.

Our calculation shows that for the system in order
achieve transparency,VD has to exceedVD

2 /g25D0 /g. This
situation corresponds to point (B1). IncreasingVD to VD
5D0 @point (B2)] actually decreases the figure of merit.
VD is increased beyondVD5D0 absorptiona and disper-
sion 2n8 are reduced, while the figure of meritQFOM is
maintained. Finally, at large driving field Rabi frequenci
VD

2 /D0
25g/(2k01) @point (B3)] the dispersion switches sig

and the medium shows normal dispersion without abso
tion.

For a qualitative understanding of the existence of th
different regimes let us first consider arbitrarily small drivin
field Rabi frequencies. In this case transparency at ze
probe detuningd50 cannot be achieved for any given inc
herent pumping rater, which is obvious forVD50. No sig-
nificant ground-state coherence is generated forVD!D0 ,
and the behavior of the system can be well understood
terms of a simple rate equation model: we start atVD ,r

FIG. 7. Performance of the double-L system with unidirectional
incoherent pumping. Dispersion vs absorption for different valu
of D0 with VD varied. For each pair (D0 ,VD) the pumping rater is
adjusted to achieve transparency atd50. Dispersion and absorption
are given atd50 and d51023g, respectively. Note:a}d2 for
small d. PA TLA-reference point. (A) TLA-reference line. (B)
2D0 /g525, VD /g53.61, . . . ,694 with r OPT(VD)/g
524.8, . . . ,0.48. (C) 2D0 /g51, VD /g51.27, . . . ,27.7 with
r OPT(VD)/g52.52, . . . ,0.48. B1 , B2 , B3 see text. The arrows as
sociated with graphs (B) and (C) indicate the direction of increas
ing VD .
5-8
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!g and increaser. This reduces the probe absorption, whi
is expected because population is more efficiently pum
from u3& to u2& thus reducing theu0&↔u2& and u1&↔u2&
population difference. However, increasingr even beyondr
5g keeps reducing the probe absorption significantly. Thi
due to the fact that the strong incoherent pumpingr @g
broadens the line width of the driven optical transitions. D
to this broadening the driving field, which is detuned fro
the single-photon resonances, more effectively pumps at
from the ground states to the excited stateu3&. From there,
more atoms are transferred to the excited stateu2& by inco-
herent pumping. For strong incoherent pumpingr'2D0

@g both ground states start to overlap due to the broaden
Increasingr even further, and therefore broadening the dr
ing field transition even more strongly actually starts to
duce the driving field absorption. Hence, now theu0&↔u2&
and u1&↔u2& population difference starts to increase. Ob
ously, for smallVD the incoherent pumping that provides th
largest reduction of absorption isr OPT52D0 .

Keeping r 5r OPT we now increaseVD starting at arbi-
trarily small values. Due to the large detuningD0@VD , g of
the driving field from the single-photon resonances, neithe
significant saturation of the driving transitions is achiev
nor a significant ground-state coherence is established,
hence transparency cannot be reached. In order to reach
nificant saturation a driving field scattering rate has to
established, which is comparable to the radiative decay
g of u3&. For r OPT52D0@g our calculation shows that thi
scattering rate isGSC'VD

2 /D0 , so that the significant satu
ration is achieved at (VD /g)2'D0 /g. Therefore, VD

'A25/2 g is the minimum driving field Rabi frequency nec
essary to achieve transparency at 2D0525g. This corre-
sponds to pointB1 in Fig. 7.

Next we start to increaseVD beyondVD5AD0g to VD

'D0 , which corresponds to pointB2 in Fig. 7. In this first,
incoherent regime the system simply corresponds to
closely spaced gain lines. Enhanced negative dispersion
an enhanced figure of merit are provided at frequencies
tween the two gain lines.

Now we keep increasingVD beyond VD5D0 to
(VD /D0)25g/(2k01), which corresponds to pointB3.
Please keep in mind thatr is always understood to be ad
justed to actually achieve transparency at zero probe de
ing. Our calculation shows that the incoherent pumping r
r OPT quickly drops fromr OPT52D0@g to r OPT'0.5g as
VD is increased beyondD0 . Further, significant ground-stat
coherence is generated. This coherence assists the redu
of probe absorption and — unfortunately — reduces
anomalous dispersion as well. Hence the figure of meri
constant asVD is increasing. In this second, coherent regim
negative dispersion is basically restricted to a probe detun
of udu<g.

As we reach (VD /D0)25g/(2 k01) ~point B3! the ground
states effectively become degenerate due to power broa
ing of the u0&↔u3& and u1&↔u3& transitions. Beyond this
driving level the dispersion flips sign again and becom
positive.
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Our detailed calculations aiming at the comparison of
system’s performance for various values of the ground-s
splitting 2D0 show three major results:~i! all parameters
provide an enhanced figure of merit whereas only at mod
ground-state splittingD0;g enhanced dispersion can be r
alized. Compare graph (B) versus graph (C) of Fig. 7; ~ii !
within the regime where strong coherence is established
systems basically provide the same figure of merit;~iii ! for
2D0.g the best figure of merit and the largest absolu
value for the dispersion are achieved in the incoherent
gime, see for example pointB1 of graph (B). In this regime,
already modest driving field Rabi frequenciesVD>AD0g
@g and large incoherent pumping ratesr'2D0 are required
and the system qualitatively behaves like two closely spa
gain lines. Our calculations show that large splittingsD0 are
favorable as they guarantee the best figure of merit availa
at all. As a reminder to the foregoing discussion, we wo
like to point out again that for the double-L system with
unidirectional pumping the figure of merit, in principle,
limited only by the bandwidth occupied by the probe sign

We just showed that enhanced dispersion and the lar
figures of merit are provided for ‘‘modest’’ drivingVD
;D0 . However, in this regime a large fraction of the pop
lation is accumulated in the excited statesu2& and u3&. This
is an indication for the fact that this parameter regime w
not provide good signal-to-noise characteristics for the d
ing and probe beam at the quantum noise level due to sp
taneous emission associated with the exited-state popula

VII. DOUBLE- L-SYSTEM II

As mentioned in the preceding section, the implemen
tion of incoherent pumping is crucial for the performance
the system in terms of providing negative dispersion with
absorption. We next want to show that thebidirectional
pumping results in a scheme which does not provide an
hanced figure of merit. The corresponding level scheme
again given by Fig. 6.

We have modeled the system by essentially using
same Hamiltonian as for the double-L system with unidirec-
tional pumping but have replaced the incoherent pump c
tribution by G̃ IP5r $R̃231R̃32%. We expect that for this sys
tem in generalr22,r33,r005r11 holds true. Therefore, the
medium should not become transparent under any cond
~i.e. arbitraryVD , D0 , and r ), which is confirmed by our
simulations.

We now vary the driving field Rabi frequencyVD and
adjustr 5r OPT(VD) in such a way that the figure of merit i
maximized. As an example for this optimization procedu
we give the dispersion and the absorption at resonancd
50 for a ground-state splitting ofD05g, see graph (F) of
Fig. 8. A comparison of graph (F) versus graph (A) clearly
demonstrates that the double-L system with bidirectional in-
coherent pumping does not exceed or even reach the fi
of merit of the TLA-reference system. Our calculations sh
that this result holds true for all other ground-state splittin
D0@k01 as well. In this sense, the double-L system with
bidirectional incoherent pumping does not provide negat
dispersion without absorption. However, enhanced disp
5-9
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sion and absorption are realized for modestD0 , VD&g. The
comparison between the double-L system with unidirec-
tional and bidirectional incoherent pumping clearly sho
how strongly the performance of a system does depend
the way incoherent pumping is implemented.

VIII. COMPARISON

In this section we compare the five different schemes.
each of these schemes one graph is shown in Fig. 8:
strongly driven two-level system (B), the degenerate two
level system (C), the L-scheme driven by a bichromati
off-resonant driving field~the gain doublet! (D), the double-
L system with unidirectional incoherent pumping~double-
L-system I! (E), and the double-L system with bidirectional
incoherent pumping~double-L-system II! (F). Again, the
reference point defined by the simple two-level system w
a weak probe is given as pointPA and curveA as usually
defines the reference line by indicating all points which p
vide the same figure of merit as the reference two-level s
tem.

According to Fig. 8 the double-L system with bidirec-
tional incoherent pumping, graph (F), is the only scheme
providing enhanced absorption. The dispersion is also
hanced, but this is less pronounced, so that the figure of m
never exceeds the reference value.

The double-L system with unidirectional incoheren
pumping, graph (E), is the only system providing perfec
transparency. In principle, its figure of merit is limited on
by the spectral bandwidthdSIG of the probe signal: as th
absorption is exactly canceled at probe resonanced50 we

FIG. 8. Comparison of five different atomic schemes with
spect to their performance as a negative dispersive transparen
dium. The graph shows dispersion vs absorption.PA TLA-reference
point. (A) TLA-reference line. (B) Strongly driven TLA, see graph
(C) of Fig. 2. (C) Degenerate TLA, see graph (B) of Fig. 2. (D)
L-system driven by an off-resonant bichromatic driving field. S
graph (C) of Fig. 5. (E) Double-L system with unidirectional in-
coherent pumping. See curve (C) of Fig. 7. (F) same as (E), but
with bidirectional incoherent pumping rate. Arrows have be
added for curves (C), (D), and (E) to indicate the dependence o
the performance on individual system parameters. For an expl
tion see Sec. VIII.
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now take the absorption at a detuning equal to half width
half maximum bandwidth of a probe signal as a measure
the residual absorption. Sincea}d2, the absorption de-
creases and the figure of meritQFOM5un8/au increases qua-
dratically asdSIG decreases. A probe signal bandwidth redu
tion, say, of a factor of 10 therefore reduces the absorp
by a factor of 100, which moves graph (E) to the left. This
has been indicated by an arrow. Furthermore, as we h
shown for this system, negative dispersion can be reali
over a spectral range which is large compared tog, if the
ground-state energy spitting is large compared tog and the
driving field intensity is modest (AD0 g,VD,D0). This
regime also provides the largest negative dispersion and
largest figure of merit among all schemes discussed in
paper. However, there is a major drawback associated
this scheme. For some applications such as broadband
finesse optical cavities@9# the absorption has to be cancele
very precisely at zero-probe detuningd50 and the negative
dispersion very accurately has to match a certain value.
fortunately, the residual absorption and the dispers
strongly depend on the incoherent pumping rate, which po
serious requests on an experimental realization.

The bichromatically drivenL system (D) provides an
enhanced figure of merit if the ground-state coherence de
rateg0 is small compared tog and it even shows enhance
negative dispersion ifg0&1022g. In fact, the whole graph
(D) is shifted up or down ifg0 is decreased or increase
respectively. This has been indicated by an arrow in Fig
The advantage of this system consists in providing its ma
mum figure of merit and maximum dispersion at driving fie
Rabi frequenciesVD!g which can be smaller than the Ra
frequenciesVD;D0>g needed for the double-L system
with unidirectional pumping (E) by several orders of mag
nitude. If very large figures of merit (QFOM>106) are re-
quired for only a small probe signal bandwidthdSIG the per-
formance of the bichromatically drivenL system (D) will,
however, tend to be inferior to that of the double-L scheme
with unidirectional incoherent pumping (E): with the
bichromatically drivenL system negative dispersion withou
absorption is achieved over a spectral bandwidth of or
g0 , see Sec. V. Asg0 has to obeyg0.dSIG its maximum
figure of merit scales likeg/dSIG @Eq.~25!#, whereas it scales
like (g/dSIG)2 for the double-L scheme with unidirectiona
pumping~see Sec. VI!. Finally it should be emphasized tha
the bichromatically drivenL system relies on the following
assumptions: all atoms are prepared in a single atomic s
prior to the interaction with the driving and probing field an
no significant redistribution of atomic population does occ
during this interaction. This may again require special e
perimental attention if one is aiming at very large figures
merit.

The strongly driven two-level system (B) does not pro-
vide enhanced dispersion but can be used to realize an
hanced figure of merit. Its advantage consists in not rely
on long-living ground-state coherences as opposed to
bichromatically drivenL system. It also does not depend o
how well and how precisely incoherent pumping can be
tablished, a fact which is essential for the performance of
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double-L system (E). As the figure of merit scales like
(VD /g)2 ~see Sec. III!, large figures of merit can be
achieved if powerful lasers are available.

Finally, the degenerate two-level system (C) has some
remarkable features. From the comparison with (B), the
strongly driven two-level system, we find that both schem
basically show the same dispersion vs. absorption gra
However, by means of small ground-state decoherence r
large figures of merit can be achieved with the degene
two-level system at a modest driving field Rabi frequen
VD;g, as it has been mentioned in Sec. IV. From that s
tion it also follows, that a reduction or increase of t
ground-state decoherence rateg0 shifts graph (C) to the left
or right along graph (B). This has been indicated by a
arrow. Please note that maximum dispersion of (C) corre-
sponds toVD'g. This is a significant advantage over th
strongly driven two-level system. Even more important is
fact that the degenerate two-level system is the only sch
providing negative dispersion without absorption wh
avoiding dissipation of both the driving and probing field
Therefore this system is the only interesting candidate
QND type of measurements.

Obviously, the optimum choice of the system depends
the application one has in mind. For certain applications,
enhancement of dispersion can be the most essential
while residual absorption~say, at a few percentage level! is
acceptable. Then, the bichromatically drivenL system (D)
as well as the double-L system with unidirectional pumping
(E) may be the most promising candidates. This is the c
e.g. for experiments on superluminal pulse propagation@8#.
However, if the figure of merit is the most essential featu
the strongly driven two-level system (B) or the degenerate
two-level system (C) may be the optimum choice. This ap
plies, for example, to the realization of broadband hig
finesse optical cavities. If powerful lasers are available, (B)
is the most simple scheme to be implemented experim
tally, as it does not rely on small ground-states decohere
rates. However, if the dissipation and loss of both the driv
and probing fields have to be avoided, the degenerate
level system (C) will be the only choice available.

IX. CONCLUSION

We have shown that three~or equivalently twoindepen-
dent! quantities may be used to describe and compare
performance of different atomic schemes within the cont
of strongly dispersive transparent media: the absorption,
re
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dispersion~of the index of refraction!, and the figure of merit
given by the ratio of the dispersion to the absorption. Th
quantities are always compared to the values correspon
to a simple two-level system interacting with a weak a
resonant probe field. With respect to this reference sche
we define regimes of enhanced or reduced absorption,
hanced dispersion, and enhanced figure of merit. Five dif
ent atomic schemes have been discussed: the strongly d
two-level system, a specific degenerate two-level system
L-system driven by a bichromatic, off-resonant driving fie
and a double-L system with unidirectional and bidirectiona
incoherent pumping. These are the only schemes not
jected to group velocity dispersion which are known to t
authors to provide negative dispersion without absorption
equivalently, and enhanced figure of merit.

The last scheme mentioned turned out to provide
hanced absorption and dispersion without enhancing the
ure of merit. The largest dispersion is provided by t
double-L system with unidirectional incoherent pumpin
which also is the only scheme providing perfect transp
ency. The bichromatically drivenL system is competitive in
the regime of modestly enhanced dispersion and figure
merit, as its experimental implementation is more straig
forward. However, for intracavity applications of these ty
of media, the figure of merit is the most crucial parame
and the strongly driven or degenerate two-level system
the most suitable schemes. The degenerate two-level-sy
has tighter experimental constrains than the strongly dri
TLA but shows a remarkable advantage over the latter
all other schemes: it provides an enhanced figure of m
while avoiding dissipation of both the driving and probin
field. This is an important feature for QND type of applic
tions. Further, when compared to the strongly driven tw
level scheme, it achieves large figures of merit at sma
driving field Rabi-frequenciesVD;g, which is an important
fact in experimental terms. Finally, the degenerate two-lev
system is likely to provide the largest figure of merit of a
schemes which were discussed.

Note added in proof:Recently, Wilson-Gordon and Fried
mann@24# discussed the nearly degenerateL system. In the
limit of strong driving ~degenerate limit! they find negative
dispersion without absorption.
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